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Strong approximation and descent
By Ulrich Derenthal at Hannover and Dasheng Wei at Beijing
Abstract. We introduce descent methods to the study of strong approximation on alge-
braic varieties. We apply them to two classes of varieties defined by P.t/ D NK=k.z/: firstly
for quartic extensions of number fields K=k and quadratic polynomials P.t/ in one variable,
and secondly for k D Q, an arbitrary number fieldK and P.t/ a product of linear polynomials
over Q in at least two variables. Finally, we illustrate that a certain unboundedness condition
at archimedean places is necessary for strong approximation.
1. Introduction
Let k be a number field. We study strong approximation with Brauer–Manin obstruction
for two families of algebraic varieties X  AnCs
k
defined by equations of the form
(1.1) P.t/ D NK=k.z/;
where P.t/ 2 kŒt1; : : : ; ts is a polynomial in s variables over k and NK=k is a norm form for
an extension K=k of degree n.
In our proofs, we use descent to reduce the problem to strong approximation on their
universal torsors. While descent has been applied frequently to weak approximation, the pre-
cise formulation of our descent lemma seems to be crucial for its first applications to strong
approximation.
To prove strong approximation on universal torsors, we reduce it to quadrics by the fibra-
tion method in one case, and we use a generalization of a result of Browning and Matthiesen,
based on methods of Green, Tao, and Ziegler from additive combinatorics, in the other case.
In our results, we encounter an unboundedness condition at the archimedean places.
We give a counterexample to strong approximation that shows that such a condition is gen-
erally necessary.
Background. Let X be an algebraic variety defined over a number field k. We say that
strong approximation holds for X off a finite set S of places of k if the image of the set X.k/
of rational points on X is dense in the space X.AS
k
/ of adelic points on X outside S . Strong
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approximation for X off S implies the Hasse principle for S -integral points on any S -integral
model of X .
For a proper variety X , strong approximation off S D ; is the same as weak approxima-
tion. For an affine variety X , however, studying strong approximation and the Hasse principle
for integral points on integral models seems to be generally much harder than studying weak
approximation and the Hasse principle for rational points on proper models of X .
Failures of weak approximation and the Hasse principle for rational points on proper
varieties are often explained by Brauer–Manin obstructions, introduced by Manin [26]. Only
recently this was generalized to strong approximation by Colliot-Thélène and Xu [14].
For algebraic groups and their homogeneous spaces, weak and strong approximation
and the Hasse principle have been widely studied. For certain simply connected semisimple
groups and their principal homogeneous spaces, we have the classical work of Kneser, Harder,
Platonov and others. For certain homogeneous spaces of connected algebraic groups with con-
nected or abelian stabilizers, see for example [1, 2, 14, 16, 20, 32, 33] and the references therein
for weak and strong approximation with Brauer–Manin obstruction. This includes varieties
defined by equation (1.1) for constant P and arbitraryK=k, and for s D 1 with deg.P.t// D 2
and ŒK W k D 2.
Much less is known for more general varieties that are not homogeneous spaces of
algebraic groups. For weak approximation with Brauer–Manin obstruction, let us mention the
now classical example of Châtelet surfaces [10, 11], which are actually smooth proper models
of certain varieties defined by (1.1). See [3,17,30] and the references therein for weak approx-
imation results for several further classes of varieties defined by (1.1).
A recent breakthrough is the introduction of deep results from additive combinatorics
due to Green–Tao–Ziegler and Matthiesen to deduce weak approximation for varieties of the
form (1.1) when P.t/ is a product of arbitrarily many linear polynomials over Q ([4, 5, 21]).
For strong approximation with Brauer–Manin obstruction for affine varieties defined by
equations of the form
P.t/ D q.z1; z2; z3/;
see [15]. For more general fibrations over A1
k
with split (e.g., geometrically integral) fibers,
see [8].
Colliot-Thélène and Harari [8, p. 4] ask for the integral Hasse principle and strong
approximation for equation (1.1) with s D 1, a separable polynomial P.t/ of degree at least 3,
and ŒK W k D 2. They say that this is out of reach of the current techniques because of the
following two essential difficulties: on the one hand, Br.Xt /=Br.k/ is infinite for each smooth
k-fiber Xt for the natural fibration X ! A1k via projection to the t -coordinate, and on the
other hand, the fibers over the roots of P.t/ are not split. Note that the same difficulties occur
for P.t/ of degree at least 2, and ŒK W k  3.
Counterexamples to strong approximation explained by Brauer–Manin obstructions can
be found in [18, 25]. See also [13] for computations of Brauer–Manin obstructions for integral
points on certain cubic surfaces.
Our results. We obtain the first strong approximation results for varieties defined by
equation (1.1). Here, both of the difficulties occur that were mentioned in [8, p. 4]. In our main
theorems, we consider two families of such varieties. Our notation is mostly standard; see the
end of the introduction for a reminder.
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Theorem 1.1. Let K=k be an extension of number fields. Assume that
P.t/ D c.t2   a/ 2 kŒt 
is an irreducible quadratic polynomial, and ŒK W k D 4 withpa 2 K. LetX  A5
k
be defined
by (1.1) with s D 1. Assume that there is an archimedean place v0 such that p.X.kv0// is not
bounded, where p W X ! A1
k
is the projection to the t -coordinate. Then strong approximation
with Brauer–Manin obstruction holds for X off v0.
We also compute Br.X/ for X as in Theorem 1.1, and in certain cases we deduce the
Hasse principle for integral points and strong approximation (without Brauer–Manin obstruc-
tions), see Corollaries 4.5 and 4.6.
Theorem 1.2. Let k D Q. For s  2, let P.t/ 2 QŒt1; : : : ; ts be a product of pairwise
proportional or affinely independent linear polynomials over Q. Let K=Q be an arbitrary ex-
tension of number fields of degree n. LetX  AnCsQ be the affine variety defined by (1.1). Let C
be the union of the connected components of p.X sm.R// that contain balls of arbitrarily large
radius, where p W X ! As
k
is the projection to the t-coordinates. Then X sm.k/ is dense in the
image of .p 1.C / X sm.Af
k
//Br1.X
sm/ in X.Af
k
/. In particular, if K is not totally imaginary
or if the factors of P.t/ are linear forms, then C D p.X sm.R//, and X satisfies smooth strong
approximation with algebraic Brauer–Manin obstruction off1 (see Definition 2.1).
Furthermore, we can deduce a smooth Hasse principle with Brauer–Manin obstruction
for integral points on X as in Theorem 1.2. See Corollary 5.7 for details.
Techniques. There are two fundamental techniques to reduce the study of weak approx-
imation and the Hasse principle for rational points (possibly with Brauer–Manin obstruction)
for one class of varieties to the same questions for other varieties, namely the fibration method
and the descent method. One may ask whether these techniques can also be applied in the
context of strong approximation.
The fibration method typically applies to fibrations f W X ! Y where weak approxima-
tion or the Hasse principle is known both for the fibers of f and the base Y . An example
is the deduction of the Hasse principle for quadratic forms in five variables from the four-
variable-case. See [10, 11] for more involved applications, and [19] for its combination with
Brauer–Manin obstructions.
Generalizing the fibration method to strong approximation is achieved in some generality
in [8, 15].
The descent method reduces the study of weak approximation and the Hasse principle
with (algebraic) Brauer–Manin obstruction to their study on torsors under tori over the original
variety (for example universal torsors). This is expected to simplify the task since typically no
(algebraic) Brauer–Manin obstruction occurs on universal torsors. See [7, 10, 11] for applica-
tions of descent to weak approximation.
To our knowledge, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are the first applications of the descent method
to strong approximation. For this, an important auxiliary result is the descent lemma presented
in Section 3. A subtle point was to find the right formulation that makes it applicable in prac-
tice. Then the proof of this lemma is an easy application of descent theory as introduced by
Colliot-Thélène and Sansuc, see [9].
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Our descent lemma reduces strong approximation with algebraic Brauer–Manin obstruc-
tion on the original variety to strong approximation on auxiliary varieties containing open
subsets of universal torsors.
For X as in Theorem 1.1, we have determined a local description of universal torsors
in [17]. Here, we observe that these are essentially fibrations over A4
k
whose fibers are smooth
3-dimensional quadrics, so that an application of the fibration method yields the result.
For X as in Theorem 1.2, we show that the universal torsors are essentially varieties for
which weak approximation was proved in recent work of Browning and Matthiesen [4] (on X
defined over k D Q by (1.1) in cases where P.t/ is totally split over Q, with s D 1; note that
we cannot treat the case s D 1 in Theorem 1.2, see Remark 5.5 for the reason), based on results
from additive combinatorics by Green–Tao–Ziegler and Matthiesen. From a generalization of
the key technical result [4, Theorem 5.2] of Browning and Matthiesen from linear forms to
linear polynomials, we deduce that the varieties containing our universal torsors also satisfy
strong approximation.
The descent method may lead to further results on strong approximation for varieties
defined by (1.1) when combined with other analytic techniques. For example, it would be
interesting to combine it with sieve methods (see [17,22,23] for results on weak approximation)
and the circle method (see [22] and [28] for results on weak approximation).
An unboundedness condition. We observe that Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 include
unboundedness conditions at an archimedean place. This has some resemblance with condi-
tions at archimedean places appearing in strong approximation results on homogeneous spaces
of algebraic groups, e.g., [27, Theorem 7.12].
Example 6.2 shows that strong approximation with Brauer–Manin obstruction off1 does
not hold for the variety X  A3Q defined by
t .t   2/.t   10/ D x2 C y2;
which is an example of equation (1.1). Here,X.R/ has a bounded and an unbounded connected
component.
This counterexample and Theorems 1.1–1.2 lead us to the expectation that only the
following version of smooth strong approximation can be true for varieties defined by (1.1).
See also [8].
Question 1.3. Let K=k be an extension of number fields of degree n, let P.t/ be
a non-constant polynomial over k in s variables. Let X  AnCs
k
be the affine variety over k
defined by (1.1). Let v0 be an archimedean place. Let p W X ! Ask be the projection to the
t-coordinates. Let C be the union of the connected components of p.X sm.kv0// that contain
balls of arbitrarily large radius. IsX sm.k/ dense in the image of .p 1.C /X sm.A¹v0º
k
//Br.X
sm/
in X.A¹v0º
k
// with respect to the adelic topology?
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 give an affirmative answer to this question for two families of
varieties.
Terminology. For a field k of characteristic 0, fix an algebraic closure k, and let k be
the absolute Galois group. Let Br.k/ be the Brauer group of k. For a scheme X over k, let X sm
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be its smooth locus, and let X WD X k k. Let Br.X/ WD H 2ét.X;Gm/ be the cohomological
Brauer group, Br0.X/ its subgroup of constant elements, namely the image of the natural map
Br.k/! Br.X/, and Br1.X/ its algebraic Brauer group, namely the kernel of the natural map
Br.X/! Br.X/.
Now let k be a number field. Then k denotes the set of places of k, and1k denotes its
subset of archimedean places. We write v <1k for v 2 k n1k . The ring of integers in k is
denoted by Ok . For v 2 k , let kv be the completion of k at the place v, and let, for v <1k ,
Ov be the ring of integers in kv. The adele ring with its usual adelic topology is denoted byAk .
For a finite subset S  k , letOS be the ring of S -integers of k, and letASk 
Q
v2knS kv be
the adeles without v-component for all v 2 S , which also comes with a natural adelic topology.
In particular, we write Af
k
WD A1k
k
for the adeles without archimedean components.
LetX be a geometrically integral variety over a number field k, and let S  k be a finite
set of places. We say that strong approximation holds for X off S if X.k/ is dense in the image
of X.Ak/ in X.ASk /.
One says that strong approximation with (algebraic) Brauer–Manin obstruction holds
for X off S if X.k/ is dense in the image of X.Ak/Br.X/ (resp. X.Ak/Br1.X/) in X.ASk / under
the natural projection (see [15, Definition 2.4]). Here, X.Ak/B is the set of all adelic points
.xv/ 2 X.Ak/ satisfying X
v2k
invv.ˇ.xv// D 0
for all ˇ in a subset B  Br.X/, where invv W Br.kv/! Q=Z is the invariant map from local
class field theory.
Acknowledgement. We thank J.-L. Colliot-Thélène and L. Matthiesen for useful
remarks and discussions, in particular during the first author’s stay at the Institut de Hautes
Études Scientifiques (September/October 2013), whose support and hospitality is gratefully
acknowledged. We are grateful to the anonymous referees for their helpful comments.
2. Strong approximation on singular varieties
Let k be a number field. For smooth varieties X over k, it is interesting to study strong
approximation because we can derive the existence of integral points on any integral model
of X .
For singular varieties X over k, the implicit function theorem may fail, and hence we
cannot hope to prove strong approximation on X . On the other hand, integral models of X sm
often have far less integral points than integral models of X , hence strong approximation
on X sm is generally too much to ask for.
Instead, we introduce the following notion of smooth strong approximation on X which
is suitable to determine the existence of integral points on any integral model of the singular
variety X (see Remark 2.2 and Corollary 5.7).
Definition 2.1. LetX be a geometrically integral variety over a number field k. Let S be
a finite set of places of k. We say that X satisfies smooth strong approximation off S if X sm.k/
is dense in the image of X sm.Ak/ in X.ASk / under the natural projection.
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Analogously, we say that X satisfies smooth strong approximation with (algebraic)
Brauer–Manin obstruction off S if X sm.k/ is dense in the image of X sm.Ak/Br.X
sm/ (resp.
in the image of X sm.Ak/Br1.X
sm/) in X.AS
k
/.
We say that X satisfies the smooth integral Hasse principle (with (algebraic) Brauer–
Manin obstruction) if the following holds for any integral model X of X : If
X sm.Ak/
B \
 Y
v21k
X.kv/ 
Y
v<1k
X.Ov/

(2.1)
is non-empty (where B is ; resp. Br.X sm/ resp. Br1.X sm/), then there are integral points on X.
For singular X , note that smooth strong approximation on X off S is not the same as
strong approximation on X sm: the latter means that X sm.k/ is dense in the image of X sm.Ak/
in X sm.AS
k
/, whose adelic topology is stronger than the topology induced by X.AS
k
/.
Remark 2.2. Assume thatX is a variety over a number field k satisfying smooth strong
approximation (with (algebraic) Brauer–Manin obstruction) off1k . Then the smooth integral
Hasse principle (with (algebraic) Brauer–Manin obstruction) holds on any integral model ofX .
Indeed, for any integral model X, we have .qv/ in the set (2.1). An open neighborhood
of .qv/v<1k 2 X.Afk / is given by
Q
v<1k X.Ov/. Then smooth strong approximation off1k
gives a q 2 X sm.k/ which lies in this open neighborhood. This ensures q 2 X.Ok/.
Next, we compare smooth strong approximation to central strong approximation (see
[15, Section 8]). Recall that it can be defined as follows:
Definition 2.3 (Colliot-Thélène, Xu). Let X be a geometrically integral variety over
a number field k. Let S be a finite set of places of k. Let f W X ! X be a resolution of
singularities for X . The following two definitions do not depend on the choice of X .
One says that central strong approximation holds for X off S if the diagonal image
of X sm.k/ is dense in the natural image of X.Ak/ in X.ASk /.
Assume that Br.X/=Br0.X/ (resp. Br1.X/=Br0.X/) is finite. One says that central strong
approximation with (algebraic) Brauer–Manin obstruction holds for X off S if the diagonal
image of X sm.k/ is dense in the natural image of X.Ak/Br. X/ (resp. X.Ak/Br1. X/) in X.ASk /.
Note that the finiteness assumption on the Brauer group is generally necessary to ensure
that the definition of central strong approximation with Brauer–Manin obstruction is indepen-
dent of the choice of X , but that no such finiteness condition is needed in our definition of
smooth strong approximation.
Remark 2.4. Let X be a geometrically integral variety over a number field k, and let S
be a finite set of places of k. Then smooth strong approximation on X off S is equivalent to
central strong approximation on X off S .
Assume that the quotient Br.X sm/=Br0.X sm/ (resp. Br1.X sm/=Br0.X sm/) is finite. Then
smooth strong approximation with (algebraic) Brauer–Manin obstruction on X off S is equiv-
alent to central strong approximation with (algebraic) Brauer–Manin obstruction on X off S .
This equivalence is proved via the version [6, Théorème 1.4] of Harari’s formal lemma
[19, Corollaire 2.6.1].
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3. A descent lemma
The following lemma, based on descent theory of Colliot-Thélène and Sansuc [9], is
central in our proofs of strong approximation in the following sections.
Lemma 3.1. Let k be a number field. LetX be an integral variety over k with Pic.X sm/
of finite type and kŒX sm D k, and letU be a dense open subset of X sm. Let S be a finite sub-
set of k . For any universal torsor f W T ! X sm, assume that its restriction TU WD T X sm U
is geometrically integral, and that there is a commutative diagram
TU
  i //
fjTU

Y
g

U
  // X ,
where Y is a variety over k satisfying smooth strong approximation off S , and i W TU ! Y is an
open immersion. Then X satisfies smooth strong approximation with algebraic Brauer–Manin
obstruction off S .
Proof. We must find a rational point p 2 X sm.k/ which approximates the projection of
a given .pv/ 2 X sm.Ak/Br1.X sm/ in X.ASk /.
By descent theory (see [9], [29, Theorem 3]), there is a universal torsor f W T ! X sm
and .rv/ 2 T .Ak/ such that .f .rv// D .pv/.
Since TU is geometrically integral, any integral model TU of TU satisfies TU .Ov/ ¤ ;
for almost all v <1k . This implies that TU .Ak/ is dense in T .Ak/ since T is smooth and TU
is open and dense in it. Therefore, we can find .r 0v/ 2 TU .Ak/ very close to .rv/ in T .Ak/.
By assumption, we have
TU  Y sm  Y
for some Y satisfying smooth strong approximation off S . Hence we obtain a point r 2 Y sm.k/
arbitrarily close to the projection of .r 0v/ 2 TU .Ak/  Y sm.Ak/ in Y.ASk /; for r close enough,
we have r 2 TU .k/.
Let p WD f .r/ 2 U.k/. Since .r 0v/ is very close to .rv/ in T .Ak/, we know that the point
.p0v/ WD .f .r 0v// is very close to .pv/ in X sm.Ak/. Since X sm is open in X , also .p0v/ is very
close to .pv/ with respect to the adelic topology of X.Ak/. Furthermore, since r is very close
to the projection of .r 0v/ in Y.ASk /, we have p very close to the projection of .p
0
v/ D .g.r 0v//
in X.AS
k
/. Hence p is very close to the projection of .pv/ in X.ASk /.
4. Quadratic polynomials represented by quartic norms
In this section, we apply our Descent Lemma 3.1 to prove Theorem 1.1. The main work
lies in Proposition 4.1 proving strong approximation for the varieties Y  A8
k
defined by (4.2),
which essentially are the universal torsors, using their fibration over A4
k
whose fibers are three-
dimensional quadrics.
Additionally, we compute the Brauer group of X in Proposition 4.4 and obtain results on
the integral Hasse principle.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. LetX be as in Theorem 1.1. SinceP.t/ is separable,X is smooth
over k. Let U WD X \ ¹P.t/ ¤ 0º. By the local description of its universal torsors [17, Propo-
sition 2] (see also [17, proof of Proposition 3]), we have
TU  A1k RK=k.Gm;K/2
defined by
(4.1) t  pa D  NK=L.x/  .NK=L.y// ¤ 0
for k  L WD k.pa/  K, some .; / 2 L K satisfying
cNL=k./ D NK=k./;
and  2 k with .
p
a/ D  pa. The restriction of f W T ! X to TU is given by
.t; x; y/ 7! .t; xy/:
We write
K D L
q
uC vpa

with u; v 2 k. For x D .x1 C x2pa/C .x3 C x4pa/
p
uC vpa 2 K and y 2 K, we have
NK=L.x/ D .x1 C x2
p
a/2   .x3 C x4
p
a/2.uC vpa/
D g0.x/C g1.x/
p
a;
  .NK=L.y// D 0.y/C 1.y/
p
a;
for quadratic forms
g0.x/ D x21 C ax22   ux23   aux24   2avx3x4;
g1.x/ D 2x1x2   2ux3x4   vx23   avx24
in x D .x1; : : : ; x4/ and some quadratic forms 0.y/; 1.y/ in y D .y1; : : : ; y4/. Then
 NK=L.x/  .NK=L.y// D g0.x/0.y/C ag1.x/1.y/C .g0.x/1.y/C g1.x/0.y//
p
a:
This gives an open embedding of TU into the affine variety eY  A9k with coordinates .t; x; y/
defined by
t D g0.x/0.y/C ag1.x/1.y/;  1 D g0.x/1.y/C g1.x/0.y/:
Clearly, eY Š Y for Y  A8
k
with coordinates .x; y/ defined by
(4.2)   1 D g0.x/1.y/C g1.x/0.y/:
We have a morphism g W Y ! X defined by
.x; y/ 7! .g0.x/0.y/C ag1.x/1.y/; xy/:
We observe that g W Y ! X and f W T ! X have the same restriction to TU .
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Note that X is smooth over k. Also Y is smooth over k since
Y Š ¹2pa D ./w1w2w3w4   w01w02w03w04º  A8k;
using (4.1). By [17, Proposition 2], Pic.X/ is torsion-free of finite rank, hence TU is a torsor
under a torus over the geometrically integral variety U , and hence TU is geometrically integral.
Therefore, we can apply Lemma 3.1 to get strong approximation with Brauer–Manin
obstruction for X off v0 once we have shown that Y satisfies strong approximation off v0,
which is done in Proposition 4.1 below.
The following result completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 4.1. The affine variety Y  A8
k
defined by (4.2) satisfies strong approxi-
mation off v0.
Proof. Consider the projection  W Y ! A4
k
to the y-coordinate. In (4.2), we can write
g0.x/1.y/C g1.x/0.y/ D q0.x1; x2/C q1.x3; x4/;
where q0; q1 are the following binary quadratic forms with coefficients in kŒy1; : : : ; y4:
q0.x1; x2/ D 1.y/x21 C 20.y/x1x2 C a1.y/x22 ;
q1.x3; x4/ D  .u1.y/C v0.y//x23   2.av1.y/C u0.y//x3x4
  a.u1.y/C v0.y//x24 :
Its discriminants are
disc.q0/ D a1.y/2   0.y/2
D  NL=k./NK=k.y/;
disc.q1/ D .u2   av2/.a1.y/2   0.y/2/
D  NL=k.uC v
p
a/NL=k./NK=k.y/:
For NK=k.y/ ¤ 0, the binary forms q0; q1 have full rank, hence each fiber Yy is a three-dimen-
sional quadric.
Denote
Z WD ¹1.y/ D disc.q0/ D 0º [ ¹u1.y/C v0.y/ D disc.q1/ D 0º;
which is a closed subset of A4
k
. For strong approximation, by smoothness of Y , it is enough
to show that its open subset  1.A4
k
nZ/ satisfies strong approximation off v0. Applying
the natural fibration  1.A4
k
nZ/ over A4
k
nZ, we only need to check the conditions for an
application of the version of the fibration method stated in [15, Proposition 3.1].
It is clear that all geometric fibers of  1.A4
k
nZ/ over A4
k
nZ are non-empty and
integral. Recall that disc.q0/ and disc.q1/ differ only by a constant in k. Since disc.q0/ is irre-
ducible of degree 4 and 1.y/ has degree 2, and similarly for the second part, we know that Z
has dimension 2. Therefore A4
k
nZ satisfies strong approximation off v0 by [31, Lemma 1.1],
hence the condition (i) holds.
Let W WD ¹NK=k.y/ ¤ 0º  A4k nZ. In the following, we will check the conditions (ii)
and (iii).
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For v0 as above, we claim that Yy.kv0/ is not compact for any y 2 W.kv0/, hence the
condition (iii) holds. For any k-point r in W , the fiber Yr is a quadric of dimension 3. Since
Yr.kv0/ is not compact, Yr satisfies strong approximation off v0 (see for example [14, Theo-
rem 3.7, Section 5.3]), hence the condition (ii) holds.
In the following we prove the claim. If v0 is complex, this claim is obvious, so we assume
that v0 is real and consider everything in the following with respect to the corresponding real
embedding of k. If one of disc.q0/ and disc.q1/ is negative, then one of q0 and q1 is indefinite,
and the claim is true. So we can assume disc.q0/; disc.q1/ > 0, and we claim that one of q0; q1
is positive definite and the other is negative definite, i.e., 1.y/. .u1.y/C v0.y/// < 0.
For this, we show first that u > 0. By assumption, a1.y/2   0.y/2 > 0 (so a > 0) and
u2   av2 > 0 (so u vpa and uCvpa have the same sign). If u < 0, then both u vpa and
uC vpa are negative, so all places of K above v0 are complex, and NK=k is positive definite.
By unboundedness of p.X.kv0//, we have c > 0. Therefore, NL=k./ D c 1NK=k./ > 0,
hence disc.q0/ < 0, contradicting our assumption of definiteness of q0. Hence u > 0.
Therefore, u2 av2 > 0 implies u > jvjpa. Furthermore, a1.y/2 0.y/2 > 0 implies
j1.y/j > j0.y/j=pa. Therefore,
1.y/.u1.y/C v0.y// > .
p
ajvj/ j0.y/jp
a
j1.y/j C v0.y/1.y/
D jv0.y/1.y/j C v0.y/1.y/  0;
so one of q0; q1 is positive definite and the other is negative definite, and Yy.kv0/ is not compact
also in this case.
Our next goal is to compute the Brauer group ofX as in Theorem 1.1. We start with some
lemmas that will also be used in our counterexample in Section 6.
Let X  AnC1
k
be defined by (1.1) for s D 1, a finite extension K=k of fields of charac-
teristic 0 and a non-constant polynomial P.t/ 2 kŒt . Recall that X sm  X is the smooth locus
of X . If P.t/ is separable, then X sm D X .
The following lemma shows that Br.X
sm
/ D 0.
Lemma 4.2. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Let
P.t/ D c.t   a1/e1    .t   ar/er 2 kŒt 
with r  1, gcd.e1; : : : ; er/ D 1 and ai ¤ aj for i ¤ j . Let X  AnC1 be the affine variety
defined by P.t/ D z1    zn. Then Br.X sm/ D 0.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on n. If n D 1, thenX sm D X Š A1
k
. By Tsen’s
theorem, Br.X sm/ D 0.
For n > 1, consider the projection
X ! A1k; .t; z1; : : : ; zn/ 7! zn:
Let  be the generic point of A1
k
. Then the generic fiber X sm is just the smooth locus of the
affine variety over k.zn/ defined by
1
zn
P.t/ D z1    zn 1:
We have Br.X sm/  Br.X sm / for any smooth variety, and we will show that the latter is trivial.
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LetX sm D X sm k.zn/k.zn/. Since kŒX sm  D k.zn/

by the same residue computation
as in the proof of [17, Proposition 2], we have H 2.k.zn/; kŒX/ D Br.k.zn//. Therefore,
the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence gives the exact sequence
Br.k.zn//! ker
 
Br.X sm /! Br.X sm /
! H 1.k.zn/;Pic.X sm //:
By Tsen’s theorem, Br.k.zn// D 0 since k D k. By the induction hypothesis, Br.X sm / D 0.
Since gcd.e1; : : : ; er/ D 1, the Picard group Pic.X sm / is a constant torsion-free module
(i.e., the natural action of k.zn/ on it is trivial), hence we have H
1.k.zn/;Pic.X sm // D 0.
Therefore, the exact sequence above gives Br.X sm / D 0.
For X as above, let U  X sm be the open subset defined by P.t/ ¤ 0. Denote
yT D kŒU =k and yM D DivXnU .X/:
We have the natural exact sequence
(4.3) 0! yT ! yM ! Pic.X sm/! 0:
Lemma 4.3. Let k be a field of characteristic 0 with H 3.k; k

/ D 0. Assume that
P.t/ D cg1.t/e1   gr.t/er
for c 2 k, pairwise distinct irreducible monic polynomials g1.t/; : : : ; gr.t/ 2 kŒt  and posi-
tive integers e1; : : : ; er with gcd.e1; : : : ; er/ D 1. Let X be defined by (1.1) with s D 1. Then
Br.X sm/=Br0.X sm/ Š H 1.k;Pic.X sm// Š ker
 
H 2.k; yT /! H 2.k; yM/:
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, we have Br.X
sm
/ D 0, hence
Br.X sm/ D Br1.X sm/:
Note that kŒX sm D k.
By the Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence, we have the exact sequence
Br.k/! Br1.X sm/! H 1.k;Pic.X sm//! H 3.k; k/ D 0;
hence Br.X sm/=Br0.X sm/ Š H 1.k;Pic.X sm//.
Since yM is a permutation k-module, H 1.k; yM/ D 0. Hence (4.3) implies that
0! H 1.k;Pic.X sm//! H 2.k; yT /! H 2.k; yM/
is exact, and the result follows.
To compute the Brauer group in the situation of Theorem 1.1, we argue similarly as in
Lemma 4.3. The condition H 3.k; k

/ D 0 holds when k is a number field, for example.
Proposition 4.4. Let k be a field of characteristic 0 withH 3.k; k

/ D 0. LetK=k be of
degree 4 and P.t/ D c.t2   a/ irreducible over k and split over K. Let X be defined by (1.1)
with s D 1. We have
Br.X/=Br0.X/ D
´
0; if K=k cyclic or non-Galois,
Z=2Z; otherwise.
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Proof. First, suppose that K=k is Galois. Since Pic.X/ is split by K and torsion-free,
we have
H 1.k;Pic.X// Š H 1.K=k;Pic.XK//
by the inflation-restriction sequence.
Let L WD k.pa/. Note that DivXKnUK .XK/ Š ZŒL=k˝ ZŒK=k, hence
H i .K=k;DivXKnUK .XK// D 0
for i > 0. With the exact sequence
(4.4) 0! KŒU =K ! DivXKnUK .XK/! Pic.XK/! 0;
this gives H 1.K=k;Pic.XK// Š H 2.K=k;KŒU =K/.
To compute the latter, we consider the exact sequence
(4.5) 0! Z! ZŒL=k˚ ZŒK=k! KŒU =K ! 0
from [17, Proposition 2]. We consider
H 2.K=k;Z/! H 2.K=k;ZŒL=k˚ ZŒK=k/! H 2.K=k;KŒU =K/
! H 3.K=k;Z/! H 3.K=k;ZŒL=k˚ ZŒK=k/:
We have H 2.K=k;ZŒK=k/ D 0 since this is an induced module, and
H 2.K=k;ZŒL=k/ Š H 2.K=L;Z/
by Shapiro’s lemma. Hence the first map is the natural map H 2.K=k;Z/! H 2.K=L;Z/,
which is surjective since any quartic Galois extension K=k is abelian.
Similarly, we have H 3.K=k;ZŒK=k/ D 0 and H 3.K=k;ZŒL=k/ Š H 3.K=L;Z/.
Since Gal.K=L/ is cyclic,
H 3.K=L;Z/ Š H 1.K=L;Z/ Š Hom.Gal.K=L/;Z/ D 0:
Therefore, H 3.K=k;ZŒL=k˚ ZŒK=k/ D 0.
Therefore, the third map in our part of the long exact sequence above is an isomorphism.
Now
H 3.K=k;Z/ D
´
0; if K=k is cyclic,
Z=2Z; if Gal.K=k/ Š Z=2Z  Z=2Z.
Indeed, in the first case, we argue as in the previous paragraph. In the second case, we can refer
to a classical computation of Schur (see [24, Corollary 2.2.12]).
Next, suppose that K=k is non-Galois. By the inflation-restriction sequence, we have
(4.6) 0! H 1.L=k;Pic.X/L/! H 1.k;Pic.X//! H 1.L;Pic.X//:
We will show that the first and third groups are trivial.
For the triviality of H 1.L=k;Pic.X/L/, we note that (4.3) gives
(4.7) 0! yT L ! yML ! Pic.X/L ! H 1.L; yT /:
Analogously to (4.5), we have over k the exact sequence
(4.8) 0! Z! ZŒL=k˚ ZŒK=k! yT ! 0:
Since the action of L on ZŒL=k is trivial, this exact sequence has a L-equivariant splitting,
hence yT is a permutation L-module, so H 1.L; yT / D 0.
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Therefore, (4.7) is a short exact sequence, giving
H 1.L=k; yML/! H 1.L=k;Pic.X/L/! H 2.L=k; yT L/! H 2.L=k; yML/:
We note that yM Š ZŒL=k˝ ZŒK=k, hence yML Š ZŒL=k˝ ZŒK=kL is an induced
Gal.L=k/-module. Therefore, H i .L=k; yML/ D 0 for i > 0, hence the second map in our
part of the long exact sequence is an isomorphism.
We have
ZŒK=kL Š ZŒL=k:
We choose  2 k and ˇ 2 L such that k=L D ¹L; Lº and L=K D ¹K ; ˇKº.
Then
k=K D ¹K ; K ; ˇK ; ˇKº:
Now the orbits of the natural action of L D K [ ˇK on this are ¹K ; ˇKº (since K
is normal in L because of ŒK W L D 2) and ¹K ; ˇKº (since the action of L on this
set is non-trivial because ˇ 1 maps K to ˇK and lies in L because L is normal
in k since ŒL W k D 2). Therefore, ZŒK=kL D hK C ˇK ; K C ˇKi is of rank 2,
with a non-trivial action of Gal.L=k/.
Taking L-invariants of (4.8) gives
0! Z! ZŒL=k˚ ZŒL=k! yT L ! H 1.L;Z/ D 0:
The long exact sequence gives
0 D H 2.L=k;ZŒL=k˚ ZŒL=k/! H 2.L=k; yT L/! H 3.L=k;Z/ D 0;
where the latter is trivial because L=k is cyclic. Hence H 2.L=k; yT L/ D 0, which implies
H 1.L=k;Pic.X/L/ D 0 in (4.6).
For the triviality of H 1.L;Pic.X// in (4.6), we write
K D k
q
uC vpa

for some u 2 k and v 2 k. Then K ˝k L Š K ˚K 0 with K 0 D k.
p
u   vpa/. We note
that X k L is defined by the equation
c.t  pa/.t Cpa/ D NK=L.z1/NK0=L.z2/:
Over k, we have NK=L.z1/ D u1u2 and NK0=L.z2/ D u3u4.
As a sequence of L-modules, (4.8) becomes
0! Z! Z2 ˚ ZŒK=L˚ ZŒK 0=L! yT ! 0;
hence
yT Š Z˚ ZŒK=L˚ ZŒK 0=L;
with basis .t  pa; u1; u2; u3; u4/. Therefore,
H 2.L; yT / Š H 2.L;Z/˚H 2.K;Z/˚H 2.K 0;Z/
by Shapiro’s lemma.
Then
DCi D ¹t D
p
a; ui D 0º; D i D ¹t D  
p
a; ui D 0º
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for i D 1; : : : ; 4 are a basis of yM . Considering the action of L on this basis shows that
ZDC1 ˚ ZDC2 Š ZD 1 ˚ ZD 2 Š ZŒK=L;
ZDC3 ˚ ZDC4 Š ZD 3 ˚ ZD 4 Š ZŒK 0=L;
hence yM Š .ZŒK=L˚ ZŒK 0=L/2. Therefore,
H 2.L; yM/ Š .H 2.K;Z/˚H 2.K 0;Z//2;
again by Shapiro’s lemma.
The map
yT ! yM; t  pa 7! DC1 CDC2 CDC3 CDC4 ; ui 7! DCi CD i
from (4.3) induces a map H 2.L; yT /! H 2.L; yM/ that can be explicitly described as
.1; 2; 3/ 7! .1jK C 2; 1jK0 C 3; 2; 3/:
The sequence (4.3) gives
0 D H 1.L; yM/! H 1.L;Pic.X//! H 2.L; yT /  ! H 2.L; yM/
since yM is a permutation L-module. To deduce triviality of H 1.L;Pic.X//, we show that 
is injective. If .1; 2; 3/ 2 ker, then 2, 3 and hence also 1jK , 1jK0 are trivial. Since
K \K 0 D L, the latter implies 1 D 0, proving injectivity of .
Using Lemma 4.3 and (4.6), we deduce
Br.X/=Br0.X/ Š H 1.k;Pic.X// D 0:
Corollary 4.5. In the situation of Theorem 1.1, assume additionally that the extension
K=k is cyclic or non-Galois. Then strong approximation holds for X off v0.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 4.4.
Corollary 4.6. Let K=k be an extension of number fields of degree 4, and let
!1; : : : ; !4 2 OK
be a basis of K over k. Let X  A5
Ok
be the affine scheme defined by
at2   b D NK=k.z1!1 C    C z4!4/
for some a; b 2 Ok such that at2   b 2 kŒt  is irreducible and splits in K. For X WD X Ok k
and p W X ! A1
k
the projection to the t -coordinate, assume that
Q
v21k p.X.kv// is not
bounded. If  Y
v21k
X.kv/ 
Y
v…1k
X.Ov/
Br.X/
¤ ;;
then X.Ok/ ¤ ;, i.e., the Hasse principle with Brauer–Manin obstruction holds for integral
points on X. In particular, if K=k is cyclic or non-Galois, then the Hasse principle holds for
integral points on X.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.1 as in Remark 2.2. ForK=k cyclic or non-Galois,
we have Br.X/ D Br0.X/ by Proposition 4.4.
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5. Totally split polynomials represented by norms
For the proof of strong approximation for X as in Theorem 1.2, we determine its uni-
versal torsors in Proposition 5.1 below. If the factors of P.t/ are linear forms, these turn out
to be essentially the varieties V that satisfy weak approximation by [4, Theorem 1.3] based
on [4, Theorem 5.2]; for Theorem 1.2, we use a generalization, Theorem 5.2 below. By our
Descent Lemma 3.1, it then remains to prove strong approximation for V , which we do in
Proposition 5.3.
Proposition 5.1. Let k be a field of characteristic 0. Let K=k be a field extension of
degree n. Let P.t/ D cg1.t/e1   gr.t/er with c 2 k and pairwise non-proportional linear
polynomials gi .t/ 2 kŒt1; : : : ; ts in s  2 variables, and e1; : : : ; er 2 Z>0. Let X be defined
by (1.1). Universal torsors over X sm exist if and only if there are 1; : : : ; r 2 k and  2 K
satisfying
(5.1) ce11   err D NK=k./:
Then restrictions TU  ArnCsk of universal torsors f W T ! X sm to U WD X \ ¹P.t/ ¤ 0º
are geometrically rational and defined by
NK=k.zi / D  1i gi .t/ ¤ 0;
for i D 1; : : : ; r , for some 1; : : : ; r 2 k and  2K satisfying (5.1). The map f W T ! X sm
is defined on TU by .t; z1; : : : ; zr/ 7! .t; ze11    zerr /.
Proof. The proof proceeds along the lines of [22, Theorem 2.2] and [17, Proposition 2],
based on the local description of universal torsors in [9, Theorem 2.3.1, Corollary 2.3.4].
Since TU is defined over k by ui;1   ui;n D  1i gi .t/ ¤ 0 for i D 1; : : : ; r , it is geometrically
rational.
To prove strong approximation on the universal torsors as in Proposition 5.1 in the situ-
ation of Theorem 1.2, we use a generalization of the main analytic result [4, Theorem 5.2] of
Browning and Matthiesen from linear forms to (not necessarily homogeneous) linear polyno-
mials; see also [4, Remark 5.3]. To state the result, we introduce some notation.
Let K be a number field of degree n, and let NK=Q.z/ 2 ZŒz1; : : : ; zn be an associated
norm form with integral coefficients. Let f1.t/; : : : ; fr.t/ 2 ZŒt1; : : : ; ts be linear polynomials
that are pairwise affinely independent over Q, i.e., for i ¤ j 2 ¹1; : : : ; rº, the homogeneous
parts fi .t/   fi .0/ and fj .t/   fj .0/ are not proportional over Q. Consider the system of
equations
(5.2) NK=Q.zi / D fi .t/ .i D 1; : : : ; r/:
Let DC  Rn be the fundamental domain for the action of the free part of the norm-1-
subgroup of the unit group of K as in [4, equation (2.3)]. Let K  Œ 1; 1s  Rs be a convex
bounded set with jfi .TK/j  T , for 1  i  r and sufficiently large T 2 R.
From [4, Definition 5.1], recall the definition of the representation function
R.mIDC; z0;M/ WD 1m¤0  #
®
z00 2 Zn \DC W NK=Q.z00/ D m; z00  z0 .mod M/
¯
;
for m 2 Z, M 2 Z>0 and z0 2 Zn.
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Let q0 D .t0; z01; : : : ; z0r/ 2 ZrnCs and M 2 Z>0. Then
(5.3) N.T / WD
X
t002Zs\TK
t00t0 .mod M/
rY
iD1
R.fi .t00/IDC; z0i ;M/
is the number of solutions q00 D .t00; z001; : : : ; z00r / 2 ZrnCs of (5.2) lying in TK  .DC/r with
q00  q0 .mod M/ and f1.t00/    fr.t00/ ¤ 0.
Let r1 resp. r2 be the number of real resp. complex places of K, let DK be its discri-
minant, and let R.C/K be its modified regulator as in [4, Remark 5.4]. Let
cK WD
2r1 1.2/r2R.C/KpjDK j :
Theorem 5.2. Let f1; : : : ; fr 2 ZŒt1; : : : ; ts be linear polynomials that are pairwise
affinely independent, letK be a number field, letM 2 Z, and let q0 D .t0; z01; : : : ; z0r/ 2 ZrnCs .
Let  be an arbitrary element of ¹˙ºr if K is not totally imaginary, and let  D .C; : : : ;C/
ifK is totally imaginary. LetK  Œ 1; 1s be a convex bounded set whose closure is contained
in
Q WD
®
t 2 Rs W 0 < i .fi .t/   fi .0// < 1 for i D 1; : : : ; r
¯
:
For N.T / as in (5.3), we have
N.T / D ˇ1
Y
p
pˇ  T s C o.T s/ .T !1/;
where
ˇ1 WD crK vol.K/;
and
Q
p pˇ is absolutely convergent, with
pˇ WD lim
m!1
1
pms
X
t0002.Z=pmZ/s
t000t0 .mod pvp.M//
rY
iD1
.pm; fi .t000/; z0i Ipvp.M//
pm.n 1/
and
.pm; A; z0Ipvp.M// WD #®z000 2 .Z=pmZ/n W NK=Q.z000/  A .mod pm/;
z000  z0 .mod pvp.M//¯
for m  vp.M/ and A 2 Z=pmZ.
Proof. The proof follows [4, Sections 6–10]. We note that our condition on K implies
that
(5.4) 0 < ifi .TK/ < T
for i D 1; : : : ; r and sufficiently large T . This allows us to apply [4, Proposition 7.10] as in
[4, Proposition 8.2], but without decomposingK (in the inhomogeneous case, a decomposition
that allows a direct application of [4, Proposition 7.10] does not seem to exist).
Proposition 5.3. Let s  2. Let Y  ArnCsQ be the variety defined by
(5.5) NK=Q.zi / D  1i gi .t/ .i D 1; : : : ; r/
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with
gi .t1; : : : ; ts/ 2 QŒt1; : : : ; ts
pairwise affinely independent linear polynomials and i 2 Q. If K is not totally imaginary
or if the polytope
Q WD ¹t 2 Rs W  1i gi .t/ > 0 for i D 1; : : : ; rº
contains balls of arbitrarily large radius, then smooth strong approximation holds for Y off1.
Proof. We may assume that the norm form NK=Q 2 ZŒz1; : : : ; zn has integral coeffi-
cients. By rescaling t1; : : : ; ts and z1; : : : ; zr , we may assume that
 1i gi .t/ 2 ZŒt1; : : : ; ts .i D 1; : : : ; r/
are linear forms with integral coefficients. We define the integral model Y  ArnCsZ of Y by
the same equations, but considered over Z.
For smooth strong approximation on Y , we must show: for any finite set of places
S  Q n ¹1º and for any .qv/ D .tv; z1;v; : : : ; zr;v/ 2 Y sm.AQ/ with qv 2 Y.Zv/ for all
v … S [ ¹1º, there is a q 2 Y sm.Q/ with q 2 Y.Zv/ for all v … S [ ¹1º and q arbitrarily
close to qv for all v 2 S . This is the same as finding q 2 Y sm.Q/ \Y.ZS / arbitrarily close
to qv for all v 2 S .
By the implicit function theorem, we may assume that the given .qv/ satisfies
(5.6) g1.tv/   gr.tv/ ¤ 0
for all v 2 Q.
Let C 2 Z with C 1 2 ZS (i.e., all prime factors of C lie in S ) be such that
q0v D .t0v; z01;v; : : : ; z0r;v/ WD .C tv; C z1;v; : : : ; C zr;v/ 2 ZrnCsv
for all v 2 S .
Let Y 0 be the variety obtained from Y by the change of coordinates
.t; z1; : : : ; zr/ 7! .C t; C z1; : : : ; C zr/:
An integral modelY0 of Y 0 is given by
(5.7) NK=Q.zi / D fi .t/ .i D 1; : : : ; r/
with fi .t/ WD C n 1i gi .C 1t/ 2 ZŒt. This maps .qv/ 2 Y sm.AQ/ to .q0v/ 2 Y 0sm.AQ/ as
above with q0v 2 Y0.Zv/ for all v 2 S (and of course still q0v 2 Y0.Zv/ for all v … S [ ¹1º).
By strong approximation on ArnCsZ , we find q0 D .t0; z01; : : : ; z0r/ 2 ZrnCs arbitrarily
close to qv for all v 2 S .
Now we are looking for a point q00 D .t00; z001; : : : ; z00r / 2 Y 0sm.Q/ \Y0.Z/ very close
to q0 in the v-adic topology for all v 2 S . This translates into the condition
(5.8) q00  q0 .mod M/
for a positive integer M DQp2S pm0 for some sufficiently large integer m0. Once we have
found such a q00 2 Y 0sm.Q/ \Y0.Z/, then this is also very close to q0v 2 Y0.Zv/ for all v 2 S ,
and then q WD .C 1t00; C 1z001; : : : ; C 1z00r / 2 Y sm.Q/ \Y.ZS / is very close to qv for all
v 2 S , completing the proof.
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By the definition of the number N.T / in (5.3), where the condition f1.t00/    fr.t00/ ¤ 0
ensures q00 2 Y 0sm.Q/, it is enough to show N.T / > 0 for some T .
There is an  2 ¹˙ºr and a set K with positive volume satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 5.2. Indeed, if K is not totally imaginary, we choose  2 ¹˙ºr such that
Q WD ¹t 2 Rs W i .fi .t/   fi .0// > 0 for i D 1; : : : ; rº
(which is a cone whose vertex is the origin) is non-empty; such an  clearly exists. IfK is totally
imaginary, we must choose  D .C; : : : ;C/. We note that our condition on Q is equivalent to
the condition that
Q0 WD ¹t 2 Rs W fi .t/ > 0 for i D 1; : : : ; rº
contains balls of arbitrarily large radius. For R 2 R>0, let tR be the center of a ball of radius R
contained inQ0. For sufficiently largeR, we have fi .tR/ > fi .0/, hence tR lies in the coneQ
for  D .C; : : : ;C/, which is therefore non-empty. For anyK, a point t inQ sufficiently close
to the origin satisfies fi .t/ < 1 for i D 1; : : : ; r , hence lies in Q as in Theorem 5.2, and the
same is true for a small enough closed ball K around t.
Hence an application of Theorem 5.2 with thisK givesN.T / D ˇ1Qp pˇ  T s C o.T s/
for large enough T , where ˇ1 D crK vol.K/ > 0.
Finally, we show that
Q
p pˇ > 0. By [4, Proposition 5.5] (which also holds for our
inhomogeneous linear polynomials) there is an L0 > 0 such that
Q
p>L0 pˇ > 0. Now we show
that pˇ > 0 for any prime v D p. Let
m0 WD 2.vp.M/C max
iD1;:::;r vp.fi .t
0
p//C vp.n//C 1:
Let q000 D .t000; z0001 ; : : : ; z000r / 2 ZrnCs be such that q000  q0p .mod pm
0
/. Then
.pm
0
; fi .t000/; z000i ; pvp.M// > 0:
Since fi .t000/ ¤ 0 2 Z=pm0Z because fi .t0p/ ¤ 0 2 Zp by (5.6), we can apply [4, Lemma 3.4]
to obtain
.pm; fi .t0000/; z000i Ipvp.M//
pm.n 1/
D .p
m0 ; fi .t000/; z000i Ipvp.M//
pm
0.n 1/ 
1
pm
0.n 1/
for all m  m0 and all t0000 2 .Z=pmZ/s satisfying t0000  t000 .mod pm0/. Since t0 was chosen
very close to t0p for p 2 S , and since vp.M/ D 0 for p … S [ ¹1º, we note that
t000  t0p .mod pm
0
/
implies
t000  t0 .mod pvp.M//:
Therefore, the m-th approximation pˇ;m of pˇ has at least p.m m
0/s summands from these t0000
that are at least as large as p ms  .p m0.n 1//r , hence pˇ;m  p m0.sCr.n 1//. Therefore,
pˇ > 0 for all primes p.
The complement of the hyperplanes ¹g1.t/ D 0º; : : : ; ¹gr.t/ D 0º in affine s-space con-
sists of open polytopes. The following lemma shows that essentially every other such polytope
occurs as the interior of a connected component of p.X sm.R// if K is totally imaginary.
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Lemma 5.4. Let X be as in Theorem 1.2, with P.t/ D cg1.t/e1   gr.t/er as in Propo-
sition 5.1, for k D Q. If K is not totally imaginary, then p.X sm.R// D Rs . If K is totally
imaginary, then the connected components of p.X sm.R// are precisely the sets
Q WD
®
t 2 Rs W gi .t/ D 0 for at most one i 2 ¹1; : : : ; rº with ei D 1,
igi .t/ > 0 for all other i 2 ¹1; : : : ; rº
¯
for all  D .1; : : : ; r/ 2 ¹˙ºr such that .1/e1    .r/er  c > 0.
Proof. Since X is defined by cg1.t/e1   gr.t/er D u1   un, the singular locus of X is
the union of all ¹gi .t/ D gj .t/ D ul D um D 0º for l ¤ m 2 ¹1; : : : ; nº and i; j 2 ¹1; : : : ; rº
with either i D j and ei > 1 or i ¤ j .
IfK is not totally imaginary, the norm formNK=Q is indefinite overR, and for any t 2Rs ,
the number P.t/ can be represented by NK=Q.z/ for some z 2 Rn with .t; z/ 2 X sm.R/.
If K is totally imaginary, the norm form NK=Q is positive definite over R, hence for any
.t; z/ 2 X.R/ with P.t/ D 0, we have z D 0, hence t 2 p.X sm.R// if and only if gi .t/ D 0
for at most one i 2 ¹1; : : : ; rº that satisfies additionally ei D 1. This clearly splits into the
connected components described in the statement of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We want to apply Lemma 3.1. Let U WD X \ ¹P.t/ ¤ 0º. Let
f W T ! X sm be a universal torsor, with local description TU ! U as in Proposition 5.1 with
associated 1; : : : ; r 2 Q and  2 K. Also by Proposition 5.1, TU is geometrically ratio-
nal, hence geometrically integral.
Let Y  ArnCsQ be defined by
NK=Q.zi / D  1i gi .t/ .i D 1; : : : ; r/:
By Proposition 5.1, we have an open immersion TU  Y .
The morphism g W Y ! X defined by .t; z1; : : : ; zr/ 7! .t; ze11    zerr / clearly agrees
on TU with f W T ! X sm.
If K is not totally imaginary, every such Y satisfies smooth strong approximation off1
by Proposition 5.3, hence Lemma 3.1 implies Theorem 1.2. Furthermore,
C D p.X sm.R// D Rs
by Lemma 5.4.
If K is totally imaginary, Proposition 5.3 gives smooth strong approximation off1 not
necessarily for all Y . Following the proof of Lemma 3.1, we see that X sm.k/ is dense in the
image of V Br.X
sm/ in X.Af
k
/, where V is the set of all .pv/ 2 X sm.Ak/ that can be lifted to
.rv/ 2 T .Ak/ for a universal torsor f W T ! X sm such that the associated Y satisfies strong
approximation off1.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.2, it remains to show that p 1.C / X sm.Af
k
/  V .
Indeed, consider .pv/ D .tv; zv/ 2 X sm.Ak/ with t1 in an unbounded connected compo-
nent Q of C for some  2 ¹˙ºr as in Lemma 5.4. Then we have its lift .rv/ 2 T .Ak/ for
some universal torsor f W T ! X sm, and very close to it .r 0v/ D .t0v; z01;v; : : : ; z0r;v/ 2 TU .Ak/.
By choosing .r 0v/ close enough to .rv/, we know that .f .r 0v// D .t0v; z0e11;v    z0err;v/ 2 U.Ak/
has t01 on the same component Q as t1. Since P.t01/ ¤ 0, we have  D .1; : : : ; r/ with
i D sign.gi .t01// 2 ¹˙º. Since .r 0v/ satisfies the equations defining TU as in Proposition 5.1,
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we have
 1i gi .t01/ D NK=Q.z0i;1/ > 0;
hence sign. 1i / D sign.gi .t01// D i . Therefore, the associated Q in Proposition 5.3 is pre-
cisely the interior of Q. Since Q contains balls of arbitrarily large radius by assumption, the
same holds for Q, and Proposition 5.3 tells us that Y satisfies smooth strong approximation,
hence .pv/ 2 V as required.
If g1.t/; : : : ; gr.t/ are linear forms, the conditions igi .t/ > 0 define open halfspaces
in Rs bounded by the hyperplanes ¹gi .t/ D 0º through the origin. Therefore, the interior of
every connected component of p.X sm.R// is a cone whose vertex is the origin, hence every
connected component contains balls of arbitrarily large radius, and C D p.X sm.R//.
Remark 5.5. Theorem 5.2 is restricted to s  2 due to fundamental restrictions in the
additive combinatorics techniques. Nevertheless, [4, Theorem 1.1] proves a weak approxima-
tion result also for s D 1 by homogenizing the equations describing the vertical torsors (see
[4, Section 1.2]), using that a smooth variety satisfies weak approximation if and only if the
same holds for an open subset. The latter is not true for strong approximation, hence we can
deduce Theorem 1.2 only for s  2.
Remark 5.6. For X as in Theorem 1.2, write P.t/ D cg1.t/e1   gr.t/er as in Propo-
sition 5.1. Under the assumption that gcd.e1; : : : ; er/ D 1, the Picard group Pic.X sm/ is free
of finite rank, hence Br1.X sm/=Br0.X sm/ Š H 1.k;Pic.X sm/ is finite.
Therefore by Remark 2.4, X also satisfies central strong approximation with algebraic
Brauer–Manin obstruction off1 under the assumption that K is not totally imaginary or that
g1.t/; : : : ; gr.t/ are linear forms.
By Remark 2.2, Theorem 1.2 implies that X also satisfies the smooth integral Hasse
principle (in the sense of Definition 2.1). This can be stated explicitly as follows.
Corollary 5.7. Let P.t/ 2 ZŒt1; : : : ; ts be a product of linear polynomials over Z that
are overQ pairwise proportional or affinely independent. LetK=Q be an extension of number
fields of degree n, and let NK=Q.z/ 2 ZŒz1; : : : ; zn be an associated norm form with integral
coefficients. Suppose thatK is not totally imaginary or that the factors of P.t/ are linear forms.
Let X  AnCsZ be the affine scheme defined by
P.t/ D NK=Q.z/:
LetX D XQ be the generic fiber. If there are qv D .tv; zv/ 2 X.Zv/ for all finite places v 2Q
and q1 D .t1; z1/ 2 X.R/ such that .qv/v2Q is orthogonal to Br1.X sm/, with P.tv/ 2 Zv
for almost all v <1k and P.tv/ 2 kv for all other v 2 Q, then there are integral points
on X.
Proof. The conditions on P.tv/ ensure that
.qv/ 2 U.Ak/  X sm.Ak/;
where U WD X \ ¹P.t/ ¤ 0º  X sm. Hence .qv/ lies in the set (2.1). As in Remark 2.2, we
obtain an integral point on X.
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6. A counterexample
Now we consider the case that ŒK W k D 2 and P.t/ is the product of pairwise distinct
linear factors.
Proposition 6.1. Let k be a field of characteristic 0 withH 3.k; k

/ D 0. Furthermore,
let K WD k.pd/ be a quadratic extension of k. Let P.t/ D c.t   a1/    .t   ar/ 2 kŒt  with
pairwise distinct a1; : : : ; ar 2 k. Let X be defined by (1.1) with s D 1. Then
Br.X/=Br0.X/ Š .Z=2Z/r 1
is generated by the classes of the quaternion algebras .t ai ; d / 2 Br.X/ for i D 1; : : : ; r 1.
Proof. Let U be defined again by P.t/ ¤ 0. Analogously to (4.8), we have the exact
sequence
0! Z! Zr ˚ ZŒK=k! yT ! 0;
hence yT Š Zr 1 ˚ ZŒK=k as a k-module. Furthermore, we have yM Š ZŒK=kr .
We have
H 1.k;Pic.X// Š H 1.K=k;Pic.XK// Š H 2.K=k;KŒU =K/ Š .Z=2Z/r 1:
Indeed, for the first isomorphism, we note that Pic.X/ is torsion-free and split by K, for the
second isomorphism, we use (4.4) and H i .K=k; yM/ D 0 for i > 0 since yM Š ZŒK=kr is
an induced Gal.K=k/-module, and for the third isomorphism, we note that KŒU =K is
Zr 1 ˚ ZŒK=k as a Gal.K=k/-module, as in our computation of yT above.
Since X is smooth, Lemma 4.3 implies Br.X/=Br0.X/ Š .Z=2Z/r 1.
Now we describe Br.X/=Br0.X/ explicitly. Let ˇi be the quaternion algebra .t   ai ; d /
over k.X/.
First we show that ˇi 2 Br.X/. Indeed, the quaternion algebra .t   ai ; d / is clearly well-
defined on Ui D ¹t ¤ aiº X , and .P.t/=.t  ai /; d/ is well-defined on U 0i D
T
j¤i¹t ¤ aj º.
Since Ui [U 0i D X and .t  ai ; d / D .P.t/=.t  ai /; d/ in Br.k.X// (since P.t/ D NK=k.z/
implies .P.t/; d/ D .NK=k.z/; d/ D 0), we can extend .t   ai ; d / to a well-defined element
of Br.X/.
Next we show that the quaternion algebras ˇ1; : : : ; ˇr 1 are Z=2Z-linearly independent
elements in Br.k.X//=Br0.X/. Again let p W X ! A1k be the projection to the t -coordinate.
This induces a map Br.k.t//! Br.k.X//. Let  be the generic point ofA1
k
andX the generic
fiber of p. By [34, Satz, p. 465], the kernel of Br.k.t//! Br.k.X// is generated by .P.t/; d/,
hence the induced map  W Br.k.t//! Br.k.X//=Br0.X/ has kernel generated by .P.t/; d/
and Br.k/. For n1; : : : ; nr 1 2 Z=2Z, let ˇ WDPr 1iD1 niˇi 2 Br.k.t//. We claim that ˇ 2 ker
if and only if ˇ D 0, which would imply the linear independence of ˇ1; : : : ; ˇr 1 and complete
the proof of this theorem.
Indeed, let  be the non-trivial character of Gal.K=k/, and letDi be the divisor ¹t D aiº
ofA1
k
, for i D 1; : : : ; r . By [12, Proposition 1.1.3], the residue of ˇi onDi is , and the residue
of ˇi on any other divisor of A1k is 0. Hence the residue of .P.t/; d/ is  on D1; : : : ;Dr
and 0 on any other divisor, and any element of ker has the same residue ( or 0) on all of
D1; : : : ;Dr . But since ˇ has residue 0 onDr , it must have residue 0 onD1; : : : ;Dr 1 as well,
which is only possible for n1 D    D nr 1 D 0, i.e., ˇ D 0.
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The following example illustrates that in Question 1.3, an unboundedness condition at
an archimedean place is necessary. We construct a variety over Q with one bounded and one
unbounded connected component over R and a point orthogonal to the Brauer group lying on
the bounded component that cannot be approximated arbitrarily close. In particular, it is not
enough to require that X.kv/ is unbounded for one archimedean v.
Example 6.2. Let X  A3Q be defined by
(6.1) t .t   2/.t   10/ D x2 C y2:
We note that the projection p W X ! A1Q to the t -coordinate has the bounded connected com-
ponent Œ0; 2 and the unbounded connected component Œ10;1/. In fact,X.R/ has precisely two
connected components, namelyX1 WD p 1.Œ0; 2/ bounded, X2 WD p 1.Œ10;1// unbounded.
Our variety X has an adelic point .qv/ 2 X.R/ Qp X.Zp/ given by
qv D .tv; xv; yv/ WD
´
.5; x5; y5/; v D 5;
.1; 3; 0/; v ¤ 5;
where .x5; y5/ 2 Z25 is a solution of x25 C y25 D  75, which exists by Hensel’s lemma.
This point is orthogonal to Br.X/. Indeed, Br.X/=Br0.X/ is generated by ˇ1 WD .t; 1/
and ˇ2 WD .t   2; 1/ by Proposition 6.1. We haveX
v2Q
ˇi .qv/ D
X
v¤5
invv.ˇi ..1; 3; 0///C inv5.ˇi ..5; x5; y5///
D inv5.ˇi ..1; 3; 0///C inv5.ˇi ..5; x5; y5/// D 0
since .1; 1/5 D .5; 1/5 D . 1; 1/5 D .3; 1/5 D 0.
Our goal is to show by contradiction that there is no integral point q D .t; x; y/ 2 X.Z/
that is very close to our adelic point .qv/ at the places 2 and 5. More precisely, we show that
jt   1j2  18 and jt   5j5  125 are impossible. This is done via the following claim.
Claim. Given .q0v/ D .t 0v; x0v; y0v/ 2 .X.R/
Q
p X.Zp//
Br.X/ satisfying jt 02 1j2  18 ,
then q01 lies in the bounded real component X1.
This claim leads to our goal as follows. A point q 2 X.Z/ very close to .qv/ at 2 and 5
lies on X1 by the claim. By the product formula, we get the contradiction
1 D
Y
v2k
jt jv  jt j1  jt j5  2  1
5
< 1;
using t 2 Z n ¹0º and jt   5j5  125 . Hence such a q 2 X.Z/ does not exist, and our adelic
point .qv/ cannot be approximated closely.
It remains to prove the claim. For finite p ¤ 2; 5 and any q0p D .t 0p; x0p; y0p/ 2 X.Zp/,
we claim
(6.2) ˇi .qp/ D 0 in Br.Qp/ for i D 1; 2.
If the Legendre symbol . 1
p
/ D 1, then .t 0p; 1/ D 0 in Br.Qp/ for any t 0p 2 Qp . Therefore,
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we may assume . 1
p
/ D  1, hence Qp.
p 1/=Qp is unramified of degree 2, so x02p C y02p has
even valuation at p. If vp.t 0p/ D 0, then .t 0p; 1/ D 0 in Br.Qp/. If vp.t 0p/  1, then
vp.t
0
p   2/ D vp.t 0p   10/ D 0I
because of (6.1), vp.t 0p/ is also even, hence we have .t 0p; 1/ D 0 in Br.Qp/. Similarly, we
prove .t 0p   2; 1/ D 0.
For any .q0v/ D .t 0v; x0v; y0v/ 2 .X.R/
Q
p X.Zp//
Br.X/ with jt  1j2  18 , we obviously
have t ¤ 0. By (6.2),X
v2k
invv.ˇi .q// D inv2.ˇi .q//C inv5.ˇi .q//C inv1.ˇi .q//
D
´
.t; 1/1; i D 1;
1C .t   2; 1/1; i D 2:
since .t; 1/5 D .t   2; 1/5 D 0 (because . 15 / D 1) and since .t; 1/2 D .1; 1/2 D 0 and
.t   2; 1/ D .1   2; 1/2 D 1 (because jt   1j2  18 ).
By global class field theory, X
v2k
invv.ˇi .q// D 0;
hence .t; 1/1 D 0 and .t   2; 1/1 D 1. Therefore, 0  t  2, hence q01 2 X1, which was
our claim.
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